
8/13/2011 – Update – Eric Solla

All owner’s closets, plywood partitions and bottom of electrical panels have been 
removed. No mold is evident but basements still smell musty.

The following actions need to be taken to remediate the mold problem and health risks 
associated with it, and return the basements to a condition where we can restore the 
owner’s closets.  See attached photos for current status. Pictures show typical problems 
but may not show all points of leakage.

1. Removal of Mold
a. Remove owner’s closets. – A big concern is that water has consistently 

gotten under the floors of the closets and not allowed to dry due the lack 
of ventilation causing the growth of mold under these floors. The only 
way to remedy this is to remove the closets. In addition these closets due 
not allow for any venation of the inside of the closet not allowing proper 
dehumidification of the air inside.

This has been completed.

b. Partially remove bottom of electrical panels where necessary. – Complete 
removal of the plywood used to mount electrical and other panels would 
be cost prohibited and not necessary. In several location the bottom of 
these panels only which are in contact with the floor need to be removed 
or cleaned.

This has been completed.

c. Remove risers on stair wells. – The stairwells in the bulkheads consist of 
risers and treads. This completely seals off the area underneath the stairs 
not allowing it to dry out. Removal of the risers should solve this problem. 
At this time it can also be inspected for mold to see if the treads 
themselves would need to be treated or replaced.

This has not been done and I feel still should be investigated since the stair 
wells still smell very musty.

2. Keep water from saturating ground around buildings

This is scheduled to be done sometime in August – September.

a. Redo landscaping around building where pressure treated timbers are 
trapping water against buildings. By trapping the water against the 
building it allows the ground around the basement to become completely 
saturated forcing water into the basement. Proper drainage similar to what 
was used at Trailside would alleviate this problem.



b. Remove window wells or provide drainage from well.
c. For window wells which have been filled in and still leak – remove deck 

above window, finish filling in window from outside and apply 
waterproofing on the outside.

d. Regrade the ground behind and around buildings to provide proper 
drainage away from buildings.

e. Install drains were necessary.

3. Seal all points of entry for water into the basements.

Action on this still needs to be decided by board of directors and should be 
discussed at our next meeting.

a. Windows – Some have been filled in with concrete but still leak. Other 
still have windows in them.

b. Penetrations install – Seal all pentrations which show signs of leakage.
c. Concrete form ties.
d. Sweating pipes – Cold water pipes should be insulated to prevent them 

from sweating and leaving water on the floor.

4. Provide proper dehumidifiers for the basements.

Action on this still needs to be decided by board of directors and should be 
discussed at our next meeting.

5. Possibly install a drainage system inside the basement.

Action on this still needs to be decided by board of directors. Not to be discussed 
until the effects of all other measures taken are known.

6. Possibly due some water proofing on the outside of the foundation.

Action on this still needs to be decided by board of directors. Not to be discussed 
until the effects of all other measures taken are known.

7. Reinstall Owners closets which will allow for proper ventilation of all spaces and 
with a floor that would allow any water that might get in to dry out.

Action on this still needs to be decided by board of directors after the basements 
are dried out and stay dry.


